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Historical and cultural contexts
• Born in late 20th century; contemporary, 

Sydney-based

• Is a fifth generation Australian of Irish descent

• He spent his childhood and youth in north-western 
Sydney, an area which he did not consider to be of 
great stimulus for art until later in life

• Was able to travel to Spain as part of an 
Australia Council grant 

• His paintings depict rural Australia and some of the 
more challenging aspects of our culture and history

• European settlement, the rites and rituals 
of masculinity, nationhood and the plight of 
Indigenous Australians are ongoing themes

Although he enjoyed art at school, Ben Quilty’s 
youth was spent doing what he felt was typical 
at the time as an Australian male, engaging in 
risk-taking activities such as bonding with mates 
through drinking, drugs and cars. He considers 
himself both an observer and participator in 
these rites of passage, and recent events such as 
losing one friend after a bachelor party mishap 
and another to pancreatic cancer throw such 
behaviours into question. Through his postgraduate 
studies into Indigenous cultures, he has developed a 
deep appreciation of the lack of acknowledgement 
of Indigenous history and culture. For example, he 
learnt that for many Aboriginal males, becoming 
an adult involves around thirteen years of serious 
initiation which was in direct contrast to his own 

experiences of coming of age which involved 
drunkenness and vomiting.

Quilty has said that the way he paints ‘mirrors the 
attitude of the young male’. “We used to go out 
and get into fights and drive like absolute maniacs 
and knock things down as we drove along and that 
application of paint represents those kinds of ideas 
in another way.”1

His ongoing investigation into themes of masculinity 
and mateship have led him to visit convicted and 
executed drug smuggler Myuran Sukumaran in the 
infamous Kerobokan prison in Bali. Quilty mentored 
him with his art and was greatly impressed at the 
development of his artistic talent and how reformed 
he was as a mature male. Quilty considers that most 
Australian men do not gain maturity until around 24 
years of age and that this has impacted on the poor 
decisions made by Sukumaran and the other Bali nine 
captors. Although Kuta Rorschach No.2, in the Bendigo 
Art Gallery collection does not depict Sukumaran 
directly, the inclusion of Kuta Beach in Bali as a subject, 
touches on the temptations faced by Australian 
tourists who frequently fail to see the consequences 
of their risk-taking activities in this tourist mecca.

Ben Quilty
VCE Art and Studio Arts

Above image:

Ben Quilty, Australia, 1973 
Kuta Rorschach No.2, 2013 
oil on canvas, 220 x 520cm 
Bendigo Art Gallery, R H S Abbott Bequest Fund 2014. 
Image courtesy of the artist and Tolarno Galleries, Melbourne.
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Influences
Academic studies

Ben Quilty was interested in art from an early age, 
studying visual arts in high school at Kenthurst, outer 
Sydney. In 1991, his talent was recognised when he was 
selected for the highly competitive ARTEXPRESS (the 
NSW equivalent of Victoria’s TOP ARTS) exhibition at 
the Art Gallery of NSW. Quilty completed a Bachelor 
of Visual Arts from Sydney College of the Arts in 1994 
followed by a Certificate in Aboriginal Culture and 
History at Monash University in 1996. These studies 
drew his attention to the fact that many atrocities 
occurred in the past towards indigenous people that 
have only been communicated verbally and therefore 
are not widely known. Colonisation and Aboriginal 
culture have become important themes in Quilty’s 
art practice. In 2001, he completed a Bachelor of 
Visual Communication from the University of Western 
Sydney, which included a unit in women’s studies. “I 
became very aware that to understand [the] strange 
role that I was playing as a young man in my society … 
I had to understand contemporary feminist theory.”2

Artistic influences

As an art student, Quilty was influenced by the 
painters Frank Auerbach and Nicholas Harding. 
Like Quilty, Nicholas Harding is also an Australian 
artist and Archibald Prize winner who produces 
portraits and landscapes using a thick impasto 
technique. Quilty has been compared to Harding 
in various scholarly articles. Although Harding has 
lived in Australia for many years, his years in Britain 
(he emigrated as a boy) have influenced him and 
his style can be seen as similar to other Modern 
British painters such as Frank Auerbach.

Frank Auerbach was a German born artist who 
escaped Nazi Germany as a child in the 1930s 
alongside many other German Jews. He settled in 
England and became a citizen there in 1947. As an 
artist he is renowned for his highly gestural, low key 
toned painted and drawn portraits. The darkness 
and horror shown in his portraits may have been 
influenced by his life experiences as his parents 
were murdered in the concentration camps in 1942 

and he lived in refugee camps as an orphan in 
England for many years.

Quilty’s use of plain backgrounds was partly 
influenced by the simplicity of the still life paintings 
of Italian painter Giorgio Morandi (1890 –1964). 
Quilty was shown a book of Morandi by his 
mother who taught him that quiet spaces were 
necessary in art. Quilty understood from this 
that no decoration or background was necessary 
unless there were visual messages implicit and that 
stillness and reflection was necessary.

The late Australian artist Margaret Olley not only 
became an Archibald Prize winning subject for 
Quilty in 2011, but also influenced his ideas towards 
mortality and life: “Recently, I was amazed at how 
many new works she had on the go. She said to 
me, ‘I’m like an old tree dying and setting forth 
flowers as fast as it can, while it still can.’ I thought 
that was such a powerful metaphor.”3

In recent years Quilty has been interested in his 
Australian contemporary Adam Cullen (who died in 
2012) and chose him for his Archibald Prize entry 
in 2006. Quilty would have identified with Cullen’s 
investigation into the darker side of Australian 
identity which he depicted in shocking portraits 
of strange people and animals that he deemed 
‘loserville’. Of his Archibald Portrait of Cullen, Quilty 
explained Cullen’s personality: Adam lives in the 
Blue Mountains and shoots feral animals to freeze 
them in his fridge. “He is 40, drives an FC Holden 
and is currently unlicensed. This is a portrait of 
Adam before four vodkas and after 15.”4 

In the 21st century, Australian identity has never 
before been so religiously, culturally and regionally 
diverse. Artists now explore identity from a broad 
range of perspectives and Australian masculine 
identity is explored similarly in the paintings of both 
Quilty and Cullen. Although each artist employs the 
age-old theme of portraiture, the idea of the heroic, 
hardworking Australian male, as depicted in late 19th 
century paintings is replaced by Cullen with images 
of outsiders, drunks, and infamous characters, often 
drawn from personal experiences. 

A major technique used within Quilty’s exploration 
of landscapes is the use of the Rorschach method 
of sandwiching one side of a painting onto another 
to produce an almost-mirror image. In Postcolonial 
investigation, Quilty takes scenes from well-known 
places made popular as tourist destinations or as 
subject matter of iconic artworks that all have a 
darker history behind them. He reworks them using 
the Rorschach method on a very large scale to 
deconstruct or ‘destroy’ the image. These landscapes 
could be seen as allegorical as they initially have the 

surface meaning of a luscious, idealised landscape 
but this belies their sinister history or association. 
Evening Shadows, Rorschach after Johnston and 
Fairy Bower Rorschach are two other landscapes 
that both depict landscapes showing peaceful 
scenes, with only minimal figures, whereas both 
locations would have been more heavily populated 
with Indigenous people prior to colonization.
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Whilst Quilty draws on his experience of risk-
taking with mates as a young man, Cullen draws 
on disturbing imagery he witnessed in his youth. 
Having a father who walked around nude from 
the waist down and witnessing the torturing of a 
kangaroo that had his tail cut off, leaving him to 
try to move around unbalanced and in agony may 
have influenced Cullen to depict losers, outsiders, 
criminals and disturbing hybrid creatures. Unlike 
traditional portrait painting, Cullen’s subjects 
are pushed up against a foreshortened picture 
plane with luridly bright and flat backgrounds. 
Although choosing a different palette and painterly 
technique, Quilty similarly presents his portrait 
subjects in unconventional views by presenting 
them from unusual points of view such as looking 
upwards.

Personal experiences and environment

It was not until he travelled to Spain in 2007 to 
undertake an artist residency that Quilty reflected 
on his own environment. Quilty was awarded 
a residency in the Barcelona studio by The 
Australia Council for the Arts. Upon return, he, 
(now famously) recalled an influential quote by 
Arthur Streeton ‘Look to your own backyard for 
inspiration’. This influenced Quilty to consider his 
background of growing up in the north-western 
suburbs of Sydney, which he previously would not 
have considered worthy of drawing on the subject 
matter from. He subsequently explored car culture 
as a theme and produced his now famous series of 
paintings depicting his Torana car and portraits of 
his drunken mates. While in Spain, he also visited 
the Prado Museum in the nation’s capital, Madrid, 
which features one of the world’s best collections 
of European figurative art from the great masters 
such as Goya. He also visited cathedrals in 
Barcelona. ‘You can’t help but be overwhelmed 
with Catholic iconography in Barcelona. I went 
to church as a kid, so for me the big Rorschachs 
allude to the way the church is set up with an altar 
and vases, everything in proportion.5

Quilty’s fascination with the destructive tendencies 
of youth masculinity led him to meet Myuran 
Sukumayan, a convicted Australian on death row 
in Indonesia since 2005. Sukumayan, one of the 
Australian drug smugglers known as the Bali Nine, 
took up painting in his cell at Kerobokan Prison.

Under Quilty’s mentorship, Sukumayan developed 
confidence as a painter and entered a self-
portrait into the Archibald Prize. Quilty’s painting 
Kuta Rorschach No.2, although on the surface a 
landscape, also references the darker side of Bali 
such as the Bali bombing and the fate of young 
Australian men such as Sukumayan. This painting 
blends his themes of Australian masculinity, 
Australian identity and the landscape.

Style, aesthetic qualities, art 
elements and art principles
• Style: contemporary, postmodern, postcolonial

• Elements: analogous colour schemes, thick 
texture, curvaceous line, organic shape

• Aesthetic qualities: chaos, energy, conflicting

• Principles: movement, space, focal points 
created by leading lines and tonal contrast; 
repetition of shape; unity of colour, shape and 
texture

Quilty paints with a good awareness of the 
traditions of painting especially with regards to the 
two main themes in art, portraiture and landscape. 
His Tertiary Studies in the visual arts, Indigenous 
Studies and Women’s Studies have influenced him 
to question the way subject matter is depicted in 
the history of art. In addition to his art fitting into 
the concept of Postmodernism, his artwork could 
also be seen as postcolonial in style and concept. 
Postcolonial art usually questions assumptions 
with regards to established colonial history. In 
Australian art, many contemporary artists address 
the fact that much of colonial history was biased 
from a western point of view and raise issues 
about the romanticisation of the colonial landscape 
especially with regards to its inclusion or exclusion 
of Indigenous figures.

Quilty’s painting is contemporary in style as he 
mixes paint in a non-traditional way by making it 
very thick (impasto) whilst exploring contemporary 
themes. 
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Materials and techniques
• Thick impasto oil painting on canvas

• Rorschach technique involving impressing one 
painting onto another blank canvas to create a 
mirror effect

• Uses cheap cake decorating tools rather than 
expensive palette knives

• Plain white primed backgrounds contrast with 
thickly applied impasto.

• Mixes oil paint with gel medium

• Sometimes sprays backgrounds first

Ben Quilty is largely a painter although some of his 
exhibited artworks are drawings and sculptures.

Oil painting is chosen for its ability to create a thick 
impasto technique and dry without cracking. His 
painting style is more influential than derivative and 
many artists are now trying to use the “Quilty” style 
in their work; interestingly, when he studied art at 
university in the 1990s, painting was seen to be 
going out of fashion and those that did paint, did 
so in a slick flat, photo-realist style. He applies large 
amounts of pigment with cake decorating tools 
rather than palette knives. He discovered these 
tools when working in a studio in an industrial area 
near the Sydney airport which happened to be next 
door to a cake factory; he found them to be much 
cheaper than traditional palette knives. “I used to 
use palette knives from France that cost $60 each 
until a neighbour who makes cupcakes walked 
in and said: ‘That’s not a palette knife - this is a 
palette knife.’”6

He mixes oil paint with gel medium to help the 
paint to dry. Aware of the dangers of inhalation of 
fumes from spraying, he wears overalls, gloves and 
a gas mask depending on the process. Quilty says 
he is energised by his “almost violent” application 
of paint because it allows him to get images out 
of his head and on to the canvas quickly. “I guess, 
in some way, it mirrors the attitude of the young 
male as well,” he says. “We used to go out and get 
into fights and drive like absolute maniacs and 
knock things down as we drove along and that 
application of paint represents those kinds of ideas 
in another way.” 

The actual process of painting for Quilty is 
sometimes quick and vigorous; like Impressionist 
painters of the late 19th century, his act of painting 
quickly enables a gestural approach whereby the 
brush strokes are evident. It is also essential to 
work quickly when producing paintings using the 
Rorschach technique otherwise the paint will start 
to dry. Sometimes he spray paints a background 
first and for some exhibitions this has extended 
onto the wall, so that he artwork becomes 
ephemeral; i.e. the wall drawing component is 
painted over after the exhibition is finished. “For 
me the actual painting process (which is only a 
fraction of the time I spend in the studio) is an 
action…and a very physical one.”7

The recent use of the Rorschach technique came 
about when he accidentally squashed a “bad” 
painting; he found the resulting image similar to 
the Shroud of Turin and he started to think about 
how people regarded the possible imprint (of 
Jesus) as being imbued with spirit. In choosing to 
explore the Rorschach method, Quilty was also 
paying homage to Hermann Rorschach, the creator 
of the Rorschach test. Quilty respected him for the 
contribution he made to mental health. “For me 
painting is the most vital, immediate and effective 
way to make a statement about being alive. With 
the use of the most primitive tools I can quickly 
make comments about my own existence and of 
the world as I see it.”8
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Quotes from the artist

About why he paints: 

“My work explores the life that I have led and the 
subcultures and rituals that best describe the 
nature of male angst and rebellion. I always think 
the work I make is fairly autobiographical. I’m not 
trying hard to build some conceptual framework 
and, in fact, the more closely I look at my own life 
the easier it is to make work. Most of my work 
investigates the relationship between a luscious 
surface and the darker and more confronting 
nature of the overall image. I enjoy the theatrics of 
forcing the viewer to move back from the enticing 
surface to see the more figurative imagery hidden 
in the paint. My application of paint is quick and 
violent, and the imagery is often connected to the 
uneasy feeling of facing an uncertain future or the 
indulgent glorification of decline.”9

About painting: 

“For me painting will always exist. It is a very 
real thing and always has been. From my earliest 
recollections of art, I remember looking at art 
books and being moved by the way a painting 
could be such a wonderful departure from ‘normal’ 
life. I remember seeing one of Fred Williams’s last 
exhibitions before he died and being mesmerised. 
I have learnt to love sculpture and photo-based 
media and digital art but, for me, my love of 
painting is instinctive.”10

On using his own life in his art: 

“I’m not trying hard to build some conceptual 
framework and, in fact, the more closely I look at 
my own life the easier it is to make work.”11

About using the Rorschach method with the 
subject of musician Jimmy Barnes: 

“The act of destroying the first image creates 
a more beautiful Rorschach ‘butterfly’ – and a 
glorification of decline.”12

About his painting technique: 

Quilty has said that the way he paints “mirrors the 
attitude of the young male … We used to go out 
and get into fights and drive like absolute maniacs 
and knock things down as we drove along and that 
application of paint represents those kinds of ideas 
in another way.”13

About travel and overseas residencies: 

“Part of my practice has always dealt with my 
feelings about Australian-ness. Travelling reminds 
me that, contrary to many patriotic Australians, this 
country is not the ‘best country in the world’”.14

About the influence of Spain: 

An Australia Council residency in Spain last 
year also had an impact. “You can’t help but 
be overwhelmed with Catholic iconography in 
Barcelona. I went to church as a kid, so for me 
the big Rorschachs allude to the way the church 
is set up with an altar and vases, everything in 
proportion.”15

About his experiences of creating an unflattering 
self-portrait after visiting the Museo Nacional del 
Prado, Madrid, Spain during an Australian Council 
Residency: 

“I didn’t think I’d be as impressed as I was,” he 
says. “Everything was about the joy of life, or this 
horrible fiery death. It’s so overwhelming, and so, 
so inspiring. I walked out of there and wanted to 
make a portrait as though I was gazing into the 
fires of hell.”16

About using male rites of passage as a theme: 

“I think men do those things because it’s like self-
initiation. There’s no initiation process for young 
men. When you turn 18 you skull a yard glass and 
you spew on yourself and then you’re supposedly 
a male that’s got something to give to society. It’s 
just so far from how it should work. It’s definitely 
informed my work; it’s what I’m interested in 
because it’s where I’ve been. It’s what I’ve done.”17

About depicting the negative side of Australian 
identity: 

“I love my life, my family, friends and work, and I’m 
a very lucky person,” he says. “But there are some 
really bad things happening. It seems to me that 
in Australia no one talks about them, and if you do 
you’re branded as a pessimist. It’s just ridiculous.

“The whole ‘un-Australian’ thing at the moment, 
that’s just insane. I mean, Captain Cook shot the 
first Aboriginal he met - well, let’s talk about that. 
What’s un-Australian? What school do you ever 
learn Aboriginal in? You learn French and German 
but I’ve never heard of a school that teaches 
Aboriginal and that’s the most un-Australian thing I 
can think of.”18
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Quotes about Quilty by others
“Like most people, Ben Quilty defies caricature. A 
bogan who chose to pursue a degree in Aboriginal 
culture. A petrolhead who buys his art supplies 
at Bunnings, yet carries tiny notebooks full of the 
most exquisite pen-and-ink sketches of Venice 
done in his recent youth. Close in, where Quilty 
works, his paintings look like a bad paving job. Step 
back twenty feet and he’s caught the whole sorry 
tale, a country built by the survivors of pogroms, 
massacres and land clearances elsewhere, who 
found a haven here on land cleared by massacres 
of our own.” –

Don Walker, musician and writer 19

“Nothing about these works was banal . . .The artist 
sometimes calls these paintings landscapes. Cars 
are what most people see most of the time, not 
mountains or trees or churches or sunsets.”

Germain Greer, writer 20

“His massive, attention-grabbing paintings seem 
to have been executed by giants wielding blunt 
instruments (but miraculously resolve themselves 
into sensitive portraits when viewed from a couple 
of metres back).”

Nick Dent, Timeout, Sydney 21
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VCE Art and Studio Arts focus questions 
Questions below refer to Kuta Rorschach 2 and other artworks that were on show as part of the Ben Quilty 
Exhibition held at Bendigo Art Gallery 12 December 2014 – 1 March 2015. 

Art

Analytical frameworks

Formal framework

1. Explain how Quilty’s use of the Rorschach 
technique has impacted on the interpretation of 
the meaning of the paintings in this exhibition 
and other ones by Quilty you have researched 
online. What is the effect of having the mirror 
images?

2. Explain the effect the contrast between the 
strong figures in Quilty’s portraits and the simple 
white ground makes.

3. Sometimes Quilty suggests that there is 
ugliness in his paintings and that he is not after 
traditional beauty. Explain how he has used the 
elements of line, colour, shape, texture or tone to 
create unconventional aesthetics in one painting.

Personal framework

1. How has Quilty’s experience of losing two 
friends to alcohol abuse reflected in Selfportrait 
smashed Rorschach? How is his depiction of 
himself in a drunken state similar or different to 
traditional self-portraits?

2. How does Quilty depict himself as an Australian 
of Irish descent in Inhabit? Why do you think he 
has depicted himself alongside Captain James 
Cook in this sequence of portraits?

3. Explain how his experience of studying 
indigenous culture has influenced the subject 
matter in Evening Shadows, Rorschach after 
Johnston.

Cultural framework

1. How have historical events Quilty has learnt 
about through his studies into Indigenous 
cultures impacted on the subject matter 
depicted in his landscape paintings such as 
Kuta Rorschach 2 and others like Fairy Bower 
Rorschach?

2. In 2001, Quilty, having already completed a 
degree and certificate, went back to University 
and studied Bachelor of Visual Communication 
from the University of Western Sydney, which 
included a unit in women’s studies. Discuss 
this quote with reference to his self portrait 
Selfportrait smashed Rorschach “I became very 
aware that to understand [the] strange role 
that I was playing as a young man in my society 
… I had to understand contemporary feminist 
theory.” How does your cultural background 
influence your viewing of Inhabit?

Contemporary Framework

1. How do Quilty’s artworks challenge the 
traditional understanding of Australia’s 
celebration of its discovery by Captain James 
Cook?

2. Quilty’s style could be seen as Postcolonial as 
his artwork raises questions about the how 
Australian history ignores records of atrocities 
towards indigenous peoples. Compare the 
readings of Quilty’s Evening Shadows, Rorschach 
after Johnston with JH Johnstone’s Evening 
Shadows, backwater of the Murray South 
Australia.

https://www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/exhibitions/ben-quilty
https://www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/exhibitions/ben-quilty
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIrifLrgeGI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIrifLrgeGI
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/quilty/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/exhibitions/ben-quilty
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/360.2012.a-h/
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/360.2012.a-h/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIrifLrgeGI
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/quilty/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-backwater-of-the-murray-south-australia/24326/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-backwater-of-the-murray-south-australia/24326/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-backwater-of-the-murray-south-australia/24326/
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Studio Arts

Materials and techniques

1. Compare the use of oil painting between Quilty’s 
Evening Shadows, Rorschach after Johnston and 
the painting he appropriated, JH Johnstone’s 
Evening Shadows, backwater of the Murray 
South Australia. What techniques did each artist 
use and what effect was achieved?

2. Use four descriptive terms to describe his 
application of paint in the series Inhabit.

Communication of ideas and meaning

1. How has Quilty conveyed a sense of horror and 
mystery in the series Inhabit? How does this 
compare with more traditional depictions of 
Captain James Cook and the idea of the self-
portrait?

2. Quilty has taken the canon of the panoramic 
Australian landscape in Evening Shadows, 
Rorschach after Johnston, Fairy Bower 
Rorschach and Kuta Rorschach 2 but has 
changed the meaning from being idealised or 
peaceful to something else. Explain how Quilty 
has used subject matter in these three paintings 
to communicate meaning and compare these 
paintings to early Australian landscape paintings 
seen in the Bolton Court in Bendigo Art Gallery 
(or other 19th century rooms in similar art 
galleries).

Influences

1. Like his contemporary and influence, Adam 
Cullen, Quilty does not glorify his characters. 
Discuss the ways in which figures in the 
exhibition (or others online) are depicted 
with reference to the non-heroic view of the 
Australian male.

2. Investigate the paintings of Nicholas Harding 
and Frank Auerbach. What are the similarities 
and differences between these artist’s styles and 
subject matter and Quilty’s?

Historical and cultural contexts

1. As Quilty is an Australian artist, what aspects of 
the Australian landscape can you see in his work, 
if any?

2. How does he express his identity as a white male 
of Irish descent in Inhabit? How have his studies 
into Indigenous cultures influenced his subject 
matter in this sequence of paintings?

Elements of design/aesthetic qualities

1. Explain how Quilty’s use of analogous colours 
contributes to an emotional or symbolic effect 
in Fairy Bower Rorschach and Evening Shadows, 
Rorschach after Johnston.

2. What aesthetic qualities are created through 
Quilty’s use of texture and line in Kuta Rorschach 
2?

https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-backwater-of-the-murray-south-australia/24326/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-backwater-of-the-murray-south-australia/24326/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/quilty/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/360.2012.a-h/
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/360.2012.a-h/
https://www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/exhibitions/ben-quilty
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/whats-on/exhibitions/quilty/
https://www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au/collection/works/360.2012.a-h/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.agsa.sa.gov.au/collection-publications/collection/works/evening-shadows-rorschach-after-johnstone/26908/
https://www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/exhibitions/ben-quilty
https://www.bendigoregion.com.au/bendigo-art-gallery/exhibitions/ben-quilty
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Further resources

https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-
design/artist-ben-quilty-confronts-colonial-denial-
with-aboriginal-massacre-site-art-works-20141206-
1217ca.html

https://www.abc.net.au/local/
audio/2014/12/15/4148782.htm

https://www.janmurphygallery.com.au/artist/
ben-quilty/videos/ - Good short video on the 
Rorschach process focusing on paintings. Suitable 
mainly for upper secondary due to reference to 
Jimmy Barnes’ alcoholism.
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